Differential noise figure:
concepts and measurement approaches
Jon Martens
[Summary]

While noise figure has been routinely measured for decades, the measurement of noise figure of a
differential device is a somewhat newer problem and has often been treated very simply. There are
cases when a simple treatment can result in significant errors and offering a measurement solution to handle more general cases may be very useful to the community. This paper will discuss
principles behind the differential noise figure measurement and measurement approaches that can
deal with various contingencies.

1 Introduction

Before continuing, the concept of cross-correlation should

Differential active devices have been increasingly popular

be discussed and the word here is used in the statistical

in modern RF/microwave/millimeter-wave design for rea-

sense7) (in the rest of this paper, the terms ‘correlation’ and

sons of increased efficiency, better noise immunity, simplic-

‘cross-correlation’ are used interchangeably). If one consid-

ity of design and other reasons. For system design, meas-

ers the noise voltage waveforms from two 50Ω terminations

uring the noise contribution of these devices is important

that are isolated from each other, these should be uncorre-

but the measurement process has not been treated as ex-

lated. If the temperatures of the terminations are the same,

tensively as for some other parameters. To begin, it may be

the root-mean-square amplitudes of the waveforms may be

useful to look at the history of noise figure definitions in

the same but the correlation (sum of products of complex

general.

amplitudes) will go to zero because the two signals arise

While it may not have been called ‘noise figure’ yet, the

from unsynchronized carrier motion in the two terminations.

concept of propagating signal-to-noise ratios has been in use

Conversely, if one had a single termination connected to an

for nearly 100 years1) (and perhaps longer). The term ‘noise

ideal, lossless splitter and observed the noise waveforms

figure’ was popularized more than 70 years ago by Friis2)

from the splitter outputs, these would be highly correlated.

and others. The most currently used definition was codified

Returning to the question (in multiport noise measure-

by the IRE in 1963 to be the noise power at the output of the

ment) on how the noise of the input terminations should be

device under test (DUT) divided by the noise power at the

related: should they be assumed to be correlated or uncor-

output due to a matched termination at the input of the

related? Uncorrelated is certainly easier from a measure-

DUT at a temperature of 290K3).

ment perspective (separate terminations will automatically

The intent of noise figure has always been that of a simple,

provide this) and it works out the noise from ports of an en-

single number to characterize device noise that is perhaps

tirely passive network must be uncorrelated8) so any fix-

not complete4). As an example, this definition does not take

turing between terminations and DUT will not change the

into account changing source impedance and that descrip-

lack of correlation. Further, using the concept that noise

tion requires the more complete set of noise parameterse.g., 5).

figure should be a ‘simple’ number, it makes more sense to

The noise figure definition above has presented challeng-

define noise figure to have uncorrelated inputs and leave

ese.g., 6) for some single-ended cases when multiple ‘modes’ or

the issues of correlated inputs to a more expansive noise

transmission paths are in play. These same issues affect the

parameter definition5). Fortunately, as several authors have

differential/multiport noise figure measurement but the

pointed oute.g., 4), many of the other potential multiport noise

differential case are also raises questions on how the inputs

measurement questions also resolve themselves by enforc-

should be terminated (assuming something like a four-port

ing a need for self-consistency. As an example, the gain

amplifier) and how the noise from the input terminations

definition (used to compute the noise power at the output

should be related.

due to those input terminations) must include differential
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gain and mode conversion gain from common-mode to dif-

If the noise-dominant structure of the device is like that

ferential. Thus, a working definition of differential noise

in the top of Figure 1 (and the noise mechanisms are not

figure is the noise power contained in the differential mode

arising from a common node), the uncorrelated assumption

at the output divided by that differential noise power due to

can be perfectly reasonable and there are many amplifier

uncorrelated input terminations at 290K. This causes the

designs in existence where this is the case. If, however, the

differential noise figure to vary roughly inversely with DUT

noise-dominant stage is more like a differential pair (bottom

differential gain assuming constant added noise power.

of Figure 1) or the output line coupling is quite strong, the

With a definition in place, the next topic is how should

uncorrelated assumption may be problematic.

single-ended noise figure be measured? The use of a Vector
Network Analyzer will be assumed since it can acquire all

Weak coupling
between
transmission lines

S-parameters (the DUT gain is needed to compute noise
figure_ and make match corrections along the way9) but
other receivers can be used. Even then, there are several
basic methods of measuring noise power/noise figure but,
for simplicity, the ‘cold source’ methode.g.,

9)

will be used

where noise power from the DUT (with inputs terminated)
is measured directly with some suitable receiver calibration.
In a single-ended case, the VNA generally computes noise

Strong or weak
coupling

power by summing a collection of samples (akin to noise
voltages) from the DUT output, in an average mean-square
fashion, that is sometimes expressed as
Figure 1

(1)

Two examples of amplifier topologies that can affect
differential noise figure measurement assumptions.

Where bi is the wave (with units proportional to voltage)

This distinction affects how noise figure can be measured accurately.

received at the ith port of the instrument, * denotes a complex conjugate and N is the number of measurements taken.

As discussed, the use of a DUT output balun is a simple,

Typically N is large (many thousands commonly) to reduce

obvious, and frequently successful solution to performing

the amount of data variation but not so large that DUT drift

the measurement (as would the use of an in-phase combiner

starts to have an effect. This is a simplified expression ig-

should common-mode noise figure be needed). Many au-

noring receiver and residual noise calibrations. What has to

thors have pointed oute.g., 10) to 13) that there are a number of

change in the differential measurement?.

ways that this measurement can be processed and there are
several error sources to consider. Even the most basic ap-

2 Measurement Approaches

proach will de-embed the differential loss of the balun and

In recent years, two approaches have generally been used

perhaps consider its thermal noise addition to the meas-

to measure noise figures of differential devices: measure

urement. Such a basic method, however, may not capture

single-ended noise figure (averaging the results from the

distortions in noise power correlation. Imbalances will lead

two output ports) which intrinsically assumes that the noise

to common-mode DUT noise power being coupled into the

from the two ports is uncorrelated or use a balun on the

single-ended balun output and other incorrect allocations.

output and measure single-ended noise figure (and

At another level of analysis, the match interaction between

de-embed the loss of the balun). Depending on the DUT (and

the balun and the DUT could change the degree of noise

on the balun), these can be perfectly valid results. There are,

power correlation.

however, DUTs/baluns where problems can occur with these
approaches.
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the common balun node taking into account the imbalances.
If the single-ended DUT noise powers are separately known
(these are added measurements of the DUT but require no
added hardware), then the total differential power can be
computed. A variety of permutations of techniques exist to
do this correction10) to 11). One such approach is to calculate
the amount of common-mode DUT noise power that makes
it to the balun output and what amount of differential mode
DUT noise power does not.
It would be useful to have some understanding of the
approximate size of errors introduced by not performing an
improved balun correction. If the DUT outputs were uncorrelated, the error would be essentially zero10). If the DUT
outputs were highly correlated, then a simulation vs. balun

Figure 2

The error in noise figure resulting from balun imbalance can exceed 0.5 dB (for the basic balun method

imbalance can be performed to visualize the error. The re-

where only the differential loss of the balun is consid-

sults of such a simulation (for a nominal 4 dB balun inser-

ered) for 10 degrees of phase imbalance.

tion loss, 5 dB noise figure DUT with 20 dB of differential
gain and moderate correlation) are shown in Figure 2.

The first two terms in the numerator form the average of

While levels of balun imbalance vary, 10 degrees of phase

the single-ended powers (the result from the uncorrelated

imbalance for a broadband balun is not unusual which could

method). The last term is related to the mean of the real

result in an added 0.5 dB of error. Even in terms of cable

part of the cross-correlation of the two waveforms. This is a

length matching, 10 degrees at 50 GHz (using common VNA

physically reasonable result: if the waveforms are indeed

test cables) arises from only a 125 m length difference so

uncorrelated, the last term will sum to zero and the whole

such phase imbalances do practically occur. Note that the

equation reduces to the simple ‘assume disjoint amplifiers’

sensitivity to magnitude imbalance is somewhat less. The

case discussed earlier.

additional balun corrections have been implemented in the

Instead of using a balun and corrections to get at this

MS464X VectorStar VNAs to enable the increased accuracy

quantity, it could be useful to measure it directly and this is

when the user wishes to employ a balun.

possible if the bi and bj receivers in the VNA (or other in-

Another approach may be to consider directly measuring

strument) are phase synchronized14). Since these are com-

the correlation signal and this has also been implemented in

plex quantities, a phase calibration is now required as well

the MS464X VectorStar VNA differential noise figure option.

the traditional receiver and noise calibrations. This can be

Equation

the

performed using a common sinusoidal source but the ref-

mean-of-sum-of-squares of the differential signal (ports i

erence plane must be consistent relative to the DUT for both

and j are defined to be the DUT output ports). Again, re-

receiver paths.

2

shows

the

result

upon

expanding

A simplified diagram of the measurement setup is shown

ceiver calibration terms are omitted for simplicity.

in Figure 3. The key differences from a conventional setup
are the coherently clocked receivers (the downconverters
(2)

share a local oscillator and the analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) share a clock) and the phase reference plane. Note
that the two receiver chains need not be identical but they
typically will have similar net gain and noise levels.
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Phase and absolute
power reference
planes
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pre-amplifier and filter are used to reduce receiver
noise contributions and may be internal or external.

corr CM

Figure 4

The assume-uncorrelated approach cannot distinguish
common-mode and differential noise powers and forces

Since only one measurement is necessary and no balun

them to be equal. For a highly correlated DUT, a

characterization is needed, this approach is somewhat sim-

treatment dealing with the correlation produces a ra-

pler than the balun-based methods. Also, differential and

ther different result. Noise power is plotted here in a

common-mode noise figures are available simultaneously.

100 kHz bandwidth.

Another example measurement for a millimeter-wave dif-

3 Measurement Comparisons

ferential amplifier is shown in Figure 5. The conclusions are

As a first comparison, the noise power from a differential

similar to those of the previous example (plotted in terms of

amplifier (and the output stage is purely differential so

noise figure now) but illustrate that the methods and ap-

substantial correlation is expected) covering low frequencies

proaches translate well across frequency. The only execution

to 4 GHz was measured using both the classical as-

differences are the receiver pre-amplifier/filter structure

sume-uncorrelated approach and using the new direct correla-

must be appropriate for the frequencies being tested.

tion approach. The noise powers are plotted in Figure 4. The

Correlated and uncorrelated approaches: mm-wave example
30

and common-mode noise powers and this is indicated in the

25

figure. Using the direct correlated approach, these powers are
clearly no longer equal and this was expected. The common
mode noise power is quite low at some frequencies and the de-

Noise figure (dB)

assume-uncorrelated approach will generate equal differential

gree of correlation may not be constant. The separation from

20
differential (correlated)

15

uncorrelated

10
5

the uncorrelated assumption appears more unequal than one

0

might expect based on the previous section but this is at least

88

89

partially due to the data being plotted on a log scale (and this
also emphasizes the variation in the common mode power).

common mode (correlated)

Figure 5

In

this

90
91
Frequency (GHz)

mm-wave

amplifier

92

example,

93

the

as-

Because the common mode gain for this DUT is to 40 dB

sume-uncorrelated approach underestimates the noise

below that of the differential mode, the common-mode noise

figure (more of the noise power was in the dominant
mode than the uncorrelated assumption would sug-

figure is much higher than that for the differential mode.

gest). The common-mode noise figure is quite high

This result is intuitive since an injected common mode sig-

since the common-mode gain of the DUT is very low

nal at the input will be heavily attenuated at the output

(not unusual for differential amplifiers).

while the DUT does add some noise so the signal-to-noise
ratio for the common mode will be significantly degraded.
Another

general

observation

is

that

the

as-

sume-uncorrelated method will tend to understate noise
power and noise figure for the dominant mode (differential
in this case) and will tend to overstate noise power and
noise figure for the non-dominant mode.
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ferential-to-single-ended insertion loss of the balun and ig-

corrected balun method). The basic balun method will have

nores imbalance, mismatch, etc. As seen in the figure, this

uncertainty terms related to balun imbalance as discussed

can result is a significant amount of variation and error

in an earlier section. Generally, these new terms do not

although, in this example, the electrical lengths are fairly

dominate the overall uncertainty (power calibration and

long so some of these errors-by-neglect are accentuated. The

data jitter often do).

‘corrected balun’ approach takes into account the full

When the DUT has correlated noise outputs, the uncor-

S-parameters of the balun and reduced the variation to be

related method will have an additional noise power uncer-

somewhat similar to that of the direct-correlated approach

tainty proportional to the cross-correlation term in Equa-

although there are still some larger excursions that likely

tion (2). For a DUT with completely correlated outputs, this

result from residual mismatch effects.

term will approach the average of single-ended powers so a
3 dB uncertainty addition is possible. For the basic balun

Direct-correlated vs. balun-based approaches
10

approach, the effect of neglected imbalance increases as the
direct correlated

Noise figure (dB)

8

corrected balun

common-mode noise power from the DUT increases so the

basic balun

error from the simplification could easily exceed 0.5 dB for a

6

typical broadband balun. The corrected balun and di4

rect-correlation approaches will show increased uncertainty

2

as well (since the correlation term is larger, uncertainties in
its determination will play a larger role) but typically the

0
2.5

3

3.5

4

Frequency (GHz)

added impacts are on the scale of tenths of a dB.
As a very simple example, one can calculate the added

Figure 6

Among the class of balun-based approaches, there are
several levels of correction. Significant variation and
error can be experienced by only accounting for the

uncertainty as the relative size of the correlation term increases (coefficient of 0 for completely uncorrelated outputs

insertion loss (‘basic balun’). A ‘corrected balun’ ap-

and 1 for completely correlated) assuming the worst-case

proach and the direct-correlated approach produce

phasing (which is not unusual for a well-balanced amplifier

more similar results.

with a differential core). The direct-correlation uncertainty
term arises mainly from residual imprecision in the phase

4 Uncertainties and Factors Involved
Noise figure uncertainty is a complex

topice.g., 15) to 17)

reference planes. The results, plotted in Figure 7, show the
and

increasing differences at higher levels of correlation.

many factors contribute. For single-ended, cold-source noise
figure measurements, terms to consider include.
• Absolute power calibration uncertainty (including match
effects)
• Receiver calibration uncertainty (including match effects)
• S-parameter uncertainty (for DUT gain)
• Data jitter due to limited acquisition length and system
noise floor
• Receiver linearity
• Repeatability
In the differential case, all of these still apply but additional terms arise due to correlation handling. For an uncorrelated DUT, the only significant new terms are uncer-

Figure 7

assuming an uncorrelated structure can approach 3 dB

tainties in the phase calibration (for the direct correlation

when the DUT is actually highly correlated.

method) and balun characterization uncertainties (for the
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5 Conclusions
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Differential noise figure measurements are increasingly

figure de-embedding: a comparison of available approaches,”

important and some existing methods have been prone to

IEEE Trans. Micr. Theory Techn., vol. 59, pp. 1397-1407, May

large errors for certain classes of DUTs. The DUTs of par-

2011.

ticular concern are those where the noise waveforms be-

12) Y. Chang, S. Lin, H. Liao, H. Chiou2, and Y. Juang, “On-wafer

tween the output ports are partially or highly correlated. In

differential noise figure and large signal measurements of

these cases, a direct-correlation approach offers improve-
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ments over a classical approach that assumes the output
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waveforms are uncorrelated and over a measurement using
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counted for. The direct correlated approach produces similar
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14) J. Martens, “Measuring differential noise figure,” Microwave

(that corrects for imbalance) but the measurement is easier
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Journal, vol. 61, Sept. 2018.
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